P R O D U C T

O V E R V I E W

TA LO N

C AT C H AT TA C K E R S O F F - G U A R D
Perform e-Discovery and e-Response for every endpoint, all from a central server.
With Talon, you can understand where all the threats and dangers lurk in your network
and get rid of them for good. While Talon comes with the Blackhawk appliance, you can
buy it separately and access its reports through an online dashboard.

P R O D U C T

I N F O

FROM PASSIVE TO ACTIVE
With TalonTM, you can detect and block the execution of
malicious software, disseminate custom threat intel and
signatures, gather incident information from an endpoint, and
respond and recover from an event.

REMAIN UNDETECTED
Talon scans devices on the network for malware and provides
information about any malware to the user. As an agentless
device, Talon remains undetected from attackers to better
catch and stop them before they do irreparable damage.

TA LO N

CUSTOMIZE YOUR QUERIES
Get the answer you need every time with customizable queries.
Talon comes with a core set of commonly asked questions, but
the software allows you to craft the right questions to gain the
right answer, no matter the incident.

Our methodology flips the
script on cybersecurity. With
Blackhawk, you’re not just
defending from threats, you’re
ready to engage them.

ATTACKERS HAVE METHODS OF DECEIVING AGENT-BASED ENDPOINT
DETECTION & RESPONSE (EDR) TECHNOLOGIES.

Using agent-less adversary hunt tools such as Talon helps catch attackers off-guard. Talon leverages native Microsoft Windows
capabilities to gather incident and adversary information from endpoints, contain and eradicate attackers at endpoints, and
implement endpoint remediations to keep attackers out in the future. With Talon, you can detect and block the execution of
malicious software, disseminate custom threat intel and signatures, gather incident information from an endpoint, and respond
and recover from an event. You can perform e-Discovery and e-Response for all your endpoints from a central server!

ABOUT BLACKHAWKNEST INC.
BlackhawkNest is a cybersecurity company with a full range of custom technology built
for front-line security. We combine durable storage hardware and powerful security
software to eradicate the toughest cyber threats.
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